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Abstract

A real � is computable if its left cut, L(�); is computable. If (qi)i
is a computable sequence of rationals computably converging to �;

then fqig; the corresponding set, is always computable. A computably

enumerable (c.e.) real � is a real which is the limit of an increasing

computable sequence of rationals, and has a left cut which is c.e. We
study the Turing degrees of representations of c.e. reals, that is the

degrees of increasing computable sequences converging to �: For ex-

ample, every representation A of � is Turing reducible to L(�): Every

noncomputable c.e. real has both a computable and noncomputable

representation. In fact, the representations of noncomputable c.e. re-

als are dense in the c.e. Turing degrees, and yet not every c.e. Turing

degree below degT L(�) necessarily contains a representation of �:

1 Introduction

Computability theory essentially studies the relative computability of sets
of natural numbers. Since G�odel introduced a method for coding structures
using natural numbers, computability has been applied to many areas of
mathematics, for example, to the theory of linear orders, to group theory and
to real analysis. In this paper we will consider an application of computability
theory to the real numbers.

The real numbers R may be de�ned in several di�erent ways. In classical
analysis, the reals are those entities which are the limit of a Cauchy sequence.
In mathematical logic the real numbers are de�ned as Dedekind cuts of sets.
Robinson [12] considered e�ective versions of Cauchy sequences and Dedekind
cuts. In this paper the e�ective version of both Dedekind cuts and Cauchy
sequences play a role.
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2 Calude, Coles, Hertling and Khoussainov

We �rst consider e�ective converging sequences of rationals. A computable
real number will be one that can be expressed as the limit of a computable
sequence of rationals that converges computably. Alternatively, and equiv-
alently, a computable real can be de�ned as a real with a computable left
(or right) Dedekind cut. All relevant notions will be made formal in later
sections.

It follows that every rational is a computable real, and further, that many
well-known irrationals are computable, for example � and e: Furthermore,
the set of all computable reals is a real-algebraically closed �eld.

Specker [15] gave the �rst example that computable sequences of rationals
may converge in a none�ective way. He coded the Halting Problem into
a computable sequence of rationals and then showed that if this sequence
converged computably then there would be an algorithm for computing the
Halting Problem.

For a similar reason, it is not possible to decide whether a computable
sequence of rationals that converges computably, converges to 0 say. Hence
the equality between two computable reals is also undecidable. (See Rice [11]
or Calude [2] for example.)

We now consider e�ective Dedekind cuts. A natural set associated with
a real � is L(�) = fq 2 Q j q < �g; it corresponds to the left Dedekind
cut of the real �: Soare [13] studied computability theoretic properties of
Dedekind cuts. With a subset A of natural numbers we associate the real
� = 0:A(0)A(1)A(2) : : : where A(i) = 1 if i 2 A and A(i) = 0 if i 62 A: We
also write � = 0:�A: By interpreting this as a binary string we observe that
we are dealing with reals in the interval [0; 1]: 1

Soare showed, for example, that A 6tt L(�) but L(�) is not necessarily
truth-table reducible to A; although L(�) 6T A: Furthermore, L(�) is always
a semirecursive set. (See Jockusch [6] for much more on semirecursive sets.)

It is not di�cult to see that A is a computable set if and only if L(�) is a
computable set. As Soare points out, if we replace computable by computably
enumerable, then this equivalence no longer holds. If A is a computably
enumerable set then L(�) is also a computably enumerable set. However the
converse fails. In this paper we will de�ne the property of a set being strongly
!-c.e. and see that if L(�) is computably enumerable then A is a strongly
!-c.e. set. This observation is made in Calude et al [4, Theorem 4.1].

In a lot of work in computable analysis, emphasis has been put on com-
putability and the question whether certain objects (real numbers, functions,

1Our choice of which real to associate with a set of natural numbers di�ers slightly from
that in Soare [13]. With a subset A of natural numbers Soare associated a real number in
the interval [0; 2]; namely �(A) = �n2A2

�n; and �(;) = 0: However from the point of view
of Turing reducibility there is no di�erence because if � = 0:�A then �(A) = 2�, hence
L(�) �tt L(�(A)) and A �T L(�) �T L(�(A)):
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etc.) are computable or not. Less is known about noncomputable real num-
bers. See Pour-El and Richards [10] or Weihrauch [17] for a development of
computable analysis. We also cite Martin-L�of [9] and Bridges and Richman
[1].

A computably enumerable real is de�ned to be the limit of an increasing
computable sequence of rationals. In this paper we focus on the Turing
degrees of increasing computable sequences of rationals that converge to some
real �: The layout of the paper is the following.

We begin with some notation in Section 2. In Section 3, �rst we consider
Turing degrees of computable sequences of rationals which converge com-
putably. The only degree we get this way is 0 : Then we consider Turing
degrees of arbitrary computable sequences of rationals. It turns out that we
can �x an arbitrary real number which can be obtained as the limit of such a
sequence and restrict ourselves to sequences with this limit, and still get all
c.e. degrees. Then we introduce computably enumerable reals.

In Section 4 we take a closer look at the Turing degrees of increasing
computable sequences converging to c.e. reals. It turns out that the set of
degrees obtained by looking at increasing computable sequences of rationals
converging to a �xed c.e. real has a lot to do with splitting. Any such degree
is below L(�). We show that for every noncomputable c.e. real �; there are
in�nitely many c.e. Turing degrees that contain sets of rationals which are
increasing computable sequences converging to �.

The construction of increasing computable sequences converging to a real
� is a dynamic process, and so many computability strategies that depend on
waiting for some situation to occur in a construction, for example waiting for
a partial computable function to halt on a particular argument, or waiting
for some number to be enumerated into a set, are in conict with such a
construction. Because of this, in Section 5 we are able to show that there is a
computably enumerable real � and a computably enumerable Turing degree
below L(�) that does not contain an increasing computable sequence that
converges to �: We conclude the paper with Section 6 by stating some open
questions suggested by the above results.

For more background on computability theory see Soare [14] for example.

2 Preliminaries

When dealing with computability we think in terms of computations on nat-
ural numbers. In this paper we are concerned with constructing sequences
of rationals having certain computability theoretic properties, and so we �x
a standard computable bijection � : Q 7! N : When we work with sets of
rationals we identify them with the subsets of N that are their images under
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�; and similarly we move from sets of natural numbers to sets of rationals via
��1: If A � Q then we write �(A) for the set f�(q) j q 2 Ag; and similarly for
B � N and ��1(B):

For a set A we write jAj to denote the cardinality of A:We let AnB denote
fx j x 2 A& x 62 Bg: For a set A; we de�ne A(i) = 1 if i 2 A and A(i) = 0 if
i 62 A: We write A�x for the set fn j n 2 A & n < xg: If A is a set of natural
numbers then we write � = 0:�A to denote the real � = 0:A(0)A(1)A(2) : : : ,

Let �0;�1; : : : be a standard listing of all Turing functionals. We write
�e(A) to denote the e-th functional acting on oracle A: We often write
�e in place of �e(;): If �(A)(x) is a halting computation then we write
�(A)(x)

?
y; and similarly, if �(A)(x) is not a halting computation then we

write �(A)(x)
x
?: We append [s] to parameters to denote their value after s

steps, for example �(A)(x)
x
?[s] means that the computation �(A)(x) has not

halted after s steps.
Let We denote the e-th computably enumerable set, that is We = dom�e:

We let K denote the set fx j �x(x)
?
yg: We relativise K to subsets A � N ;

writing KA for the set fx j �(A)(x)
?
yg:

If A = �(B) for some Turing functional � then we say that A is Turing
reducible to B and write A 6T B: Further, we let A �T B denote A 6T B

and B 6T A: We form equivalence classes of subsets of N via the equivalence
relation �T and write a ; b; and so on to denote the equivalence classes. We
de�ne a 6 b if there is some A 2 a and B 2 b such that A 6T B: The
Turing degrees then form a partial order with respect to the ordering above
which we denote by D(6):

The Turing jump operator is de�ned on subsets of N as A0 = KA: Hence
K �T ;

0: We say a set A is low if A0 �T K: Recall that a set A is �0
2 if and

only if A 6T K:

De�ne A � B = f2n j n 2 Ag [ f2n + 1 j n 2 Bg: It is not di�cult to
see that degT (A�B) is the least upper bound of degT (A) and degT (B); and
so D(6) forms an upper semi-lattice. Whenever we simply write degree it is
understood to be Turing degree.

We de�ne the degree of a real �; degT (�); to be the degree of A, where
0:�A is the fractional part of �. Note that there is either a unique such set A
or there are two, one �nite and one co�nite.

With a �nite set X = fx1; x2; : : : xkg we can associate the canonical index
y = 2x1 + 2x2 + : : :+ 2xk : Let Dy denote the �nite set with canonical index y
and D0 denotes ;: A computable approximation to a �0

2 set A is a sequence
(Df(i))i of sets Df(i) for i 2 N for some computable function f such that
A(x) = limiDf(i)(x):

We denote sequences of rationals by (qi)i and by increasing sequence we
shall mean strictly increasing. For q 2 Q we de�ne q(x) = i if the xth bit
of the binary representation containing in�nitely many ones of the fractional
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part of q is i:

3 Computable sequences of rationals

We consider the Turing degrees of two classes of computable sequences of
rationals and introduce computably enumerable reals.

De�nition 1. A sequence (qi)i of rationals is called computable if the total
function g : N 7! N de�ned by ��1 � g(i) = qi for all i is computable.

So a sequence is computable if we can (uniformly) e�ectively decide the
ith member. However, we may be unable to decide the rationals that do not
occur in the sequence. If (qi)i is a sequence of rationals, we denote the set
fq 2 Q j 9i 2 N (q = qi)g by fqig: For computable sequences of rationals it is
obvious that fqig is a computably enumerable set. We will be interested in
the Turing degrees of such sets.

First we look at sequences which de�ne the \simplest" kind of real number,
in terms of computability.

De�nition 2. A sequence (ri)i of reals converges computably if there is a
total computable function g : N 7! N such that for each n, jri � �j 6 2�n for
all i > g(n). We call g a modulus of convergence function for (ri)i:

De�nition 3. A real � is computable if there is a computable sequence of
rationals that converges computably to �:

As noted in the introduction, we could equivalently de�ne computable
reals to be those reals � such that L(�) is a computable set.

In this paper we do not concern ourselves with convergent computable
sequences having a noncomputable modulus of convergence. The interested
reader should consult Calude and Hertling [3] for a study.

Theorem 4. If a sequence (qi)i of rationals is computable and converges com-

putably, then the set fqig is computable.

Proof. Let (qi)i be a computable sequence of rationals converging computably
to �: Then there is a total computable function g such that for each n;

jqi � �j 6 2�n for all i > g(n). We give a procedure for deciding if p 2 fqig
for an arbitrary rational p: We distinguish three cases.

(1) � is irrational.

To decide p 2 fqig perform the following procedure:

Enumerate intervals (qk � 2�n+1; qk + 2�n+1) with k > g(n) until �nding
the �rst such interval with p 62 (qk � 2�n+1; qk + 2�n+1): Such an interval
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will be found because jqk � �j < jp� �j for almost all k since p 6= � and
(qi)i converges to �:

Then p 2 fqig if and only if p 2 fq0; : : : ; qk�1g:

(2) � is rational and � 2 fqig:

To decide p 2 fqig perform the following procedure:

Check whether p = �. If yes, conclude p 2 fqig: If p 6= � then carry out
the procedure in (1). The same argument as in (1) applies.

(3) � is rational and � 62 fqig:

To decide p 2 fqig perform the following procedure:

Check whether p = �. If yes, conclude p 62 fqig: If p 6= � then carry out
the procedure in (1). The same argument as in (1) applies.

Remark 5. The procedure in the last proof is not uniform in the sequence
(qi)i and a modulus of convergence g. Indeed, a uniform procedure does not

exist as one sees by considering the following list of sequences: (r
(j)
i )i for

j = 0; 1; 2; : : : , where r
(j)
i = 0 for all i 2 N ; if j 2 K; and r

(j)
i = 1

i+1
for all

i 2 N ; if j 62 K:

The next situation to consider is what happens if we relax the condition
that the sequence should converge computably. Which reals do we get as
limits of computable sequences (qi)i and which degrees do we get as degrees
of fqig?

Proposition 6. For a real � 2 [0; 1] the following two conditions are equiv-

alent:

1. There exists a computable sequence (qi)i of rationals converging to �:

2. � = 0:�A for some �0
2 set A:

Proof. (!) We can assume that all rationals qi lie in the unit interval [0; 1].
De�ne x 2 A[s] if and only if x < s and qs(x) = 1: Then A = limsA[s] is a
�0

2 set and � = 0:�A:
( ) Suppose � = 0:�A where A is a �0

2 set and fA[s]gs2N is a computable
approximation to A: Let qi = 0:�A[s]: Then clearly (qi)i is a computable
sequence converging to �:

Furthermore, if � = 0:�A for A a �0
2 set, then we can code every c.e.

Turing degree into a computable sequence of rationals converging to �:
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Theorem 7. Suppose � = 0:�A for a �0
2 set A: Then for every c.e. degree b

there exists a computable sequence (qi)i with limit � such that fqig has degree
b:

Proof. Let (pi)i be a computable sequence converging to � such that fpig is
in�nite. We can construct a computable subsequence (rj)j of (pi)i such that
�(rj) is strictly increasing. Let B be an arbitrary in�nite c.e. set of natural
numbers and b0; b1; b2; : : : be an e�ective injective enumeration of B. Then
the sequence (qi)i = (rbi)i is a computable sequence of rationals, it converges
to �, and we claim that fqig �T B. Indeed, a natural number m is in B i�
rm is in fqig. Conversely, for an arbitrary rational number s we can decide
s 2 fqig by �rst asking whether s 2 frig. This is decidable because �(ri) is
strictly increasing. If the answer is positive we compute the unique number
b with rb = s, and ask whether b 2 B.

So far we have considered arbitrary computable sequences of rationals
that converge. 2 As we remarked in the introduction, if the left cut L(�) is
c.e. and � = 0:�A then A may not be a c.e. set. By restricting our atten-
tion to increasing computable sequences we make the following de�nition of
computably enumerable real.

De�nition 8. A real � is computably enumerable if there is an increasing
computable sequence of rationals converging to �:

In Theorem 10 below we give a characterization of the c.e. reals. and
classify those sets A for which � = 0:�A has L(�) c.e. We �rst motivate a
de�nition that is useful for us.

Suppose (qi)i is an increasing computable sequence of rationals in [0; 1] con-
verging to � = 0:�A: There is a natural computable approximation to A de-
rived from (qi)i; namely A = limsA[s] where A[s] = fn j n < s & qs(n) = 1g:
Of course each A[s] is a �nite set. Furthermore, if x 2 A[s] but x 62 A[s + 1]
then because (qi)i is an increasing sequence there must be some y < x such
that y 2 A[s + 1] n A[s]:

De�nition 9. Let A be a �0
2 set. We say that A is strongly !-c.e if there

is a computable approximation (A[s])s to A such that

1. A[0] = ;;

2. x 2 A[s] n A[s+ 1] =) 9y < x(y 2 A[s + 1] n A[s]):

Then the following theorem characterises the c.e. reals.

2For further consideration of computable sequences having a noncomputable modulus
of convergence, the interested reader should consult Calude and Hertling [3].
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Theorem 10 (Calude, Hertling, Khoussainov and Wang [4]). The fol-
lowing conditions are equivalent for a real � 2 [0; 1].

1. � is a c.e. real.

2. L(�) is c.e.

3. There is a strongly !-c.e. set A such that � = 0:�A:

Proof. (2) ! (1). Suppose L(�) is c.e. Then it is easy to generate an in-
creasing computable sequence of rationals from an e�ective enumeration of
L(�):

(1) ! (3). The assertion holds for � = 0. Suppose � > 0 and that (qi)i
is an increasing computable sequence of rationals in [0; 1] converging to �.
De�ne A = limsA[s] where A[s] = fx j x < s & qs(x) = 1g: Then of course
� = 0:�A: It is also clear that A is strongly !-c.e.

(3) ! (2). Let � = 0:�A for some strongly !-c.e. set A: Let qs = 0:�A[s]
where fA[s]gs2N is a computable approximation to A satisfying De�nition 9.
Then L(�) can be enumerated from an enumeration of fqs j s 2 Ng:

Corollary 11. If A is a strongly !-c.e. set then A is of c.e. degree.

Proof. We have already mentioned that L(0:�A) �T A for A � N . This
together with Theorem 10 gives the assertion.

4 Representations of computably enumerable

reals

For the remainder of the paper we only consider c.e. reals.

De�nition 12. A set B � Q of rationals is called a representation of � if
there is an increasing computable sequence (qi)i of rationals with limit � and
fqig = B. We identify B with �(B); its image under the bijection � : Q 7! N

and also call �(B) a representation of �:

We look at the Turing degrees of representations of c.e. reals. As we noted
in the introduction, degT (�) = degT (L(�)):

Lemma 13. Every c.e. degree is the degree of L(�) for some c.e. real �:

Proof. Let A be a c.e. set of degree a and let � be the c.e. real equal to 0:�A:
Then it is clear that L(�) �T A:
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We direct the reader to Soare [13] for related work on the relative com-
putability of cuts of arbitrary reals.

It turns out that the question about the Turing degrees of c.e. reals is
intimately connected with the splitting properties of the c.e. Turing degrees.
We �rst recall some notions from computability theory. (See Downey and
Stob [5] for a survey of splitting theorems.)

De�nition 14. A splitting of a c.e. set A is a pair of disjoint c.e. sets A1 and
A2 such that A1 [A2 = A: Then we say that A1 and A2 form a splitting of A
and that each of the sets A1 and A2 is a half of a splitting of A.

It is easy to see that if A1 and A2 form a splitting of a c.e. set A, then
A �T A1 � A2. The following two lemmata show the connection between
representations of c.e. reals and splitting.

Lemma 15. If B is a representation of a c.e. real �, then B is an in�nite

half of a splitting of L(�).

Proof. It is clear that any representation B of a c.e. real � is an in�nite c.e.
subset of L(�). We have to show that also L(�) n B is c.e. Let (qi)i be the
increasing (computable!) sequence of rationals with B = fqig. The set L(�)
is c.e. We can for each element p 2 L(�) wait until we �nd a qj with p 6 qj
(as rationals), and choose p if and only if p 62 fq0; : : : ; qjg: Hence, we can
enumerate L(�) nB.

Lemma 16. Let B be a representation of a c.e. real �. For a subset C � B

the following two conditions are equivalent:

1. C is a representation of �.

2. C is an in�nite half of a splitting of B.

Proof. (!) As the proof of Lemma 15.
( ) Let (qi)i be the increasing computable sequence of rationals with

B = fqig, let C be an in�nite half of a splitting of B, and let D be the other
half of this splitting. We construct an increasing rational sequence (pi)i with
limit � and C = fpig by going through the list (qi)i, by waiting for each
element qi until it is enumerated either in C or in D, and by choosing it if
and only if it is enumerated in C.

It follows from Lemma 15 that L(�) possesses the greatest degree amongst
representations of �

Corollary 17. If B is a representation of a c.e. real �; then B 6T L(�):

For the special case of computable reals we then get the following:
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Corollary 18. If � is a computable real, then every representation of � is

computable.

We consider the following partial orders.

De�nition 19. For a c.e. real �, let L(�) be the partial order (with respect
to Turing reducibility) of those c.e. Turing degrees below degT (L(�)) that
contain a representation of �:

Proposition 20. For every c.e. real �, L(�) is an upper-semi lattice.

Proof. Let � be a c.e. real. Then L(�) is is closed under the usual join
operation on Turing degrees. Indeed suppose a ; b 2 L(�) with A and B

being representations of � in a and b, respectively. Let C = A [B. Then C
is the representation of � formed by e�ectively enumerating the two sequences
of A and B in increasing order as rationals. We claim that degT (C) = a [ b;
that is �(C) �T �(A)� �(B): It is obvious that �(C) 6T �(A)� �(B): For the
converse we observe that by Lemma 16 (!) the set A is a half of a splitting
of C, hence �(A) 6T �(C), the same for B.

We now study this upper-semi lattice further. We �rst prove that 0

degT (L(�)) are in L(�):

Proposition 21. For any c.e. real � there is a computable representation of

�.

Proof. Take an arbitrary representation of �. The classical result that every
in�nite c.e. set contains an in�nite computable subset yields the assertion.

Furthermore we can construct a noncomputable representation as follows.

Theorem 22. Every noncomputable c.e. real � has a noncomputable repre-

sentation.

Proof. Fix an increasing computable sequence (qi)i converging to � such that
fqig is computable. We construct a noncomputable representation B such
that (pi)i is a subsequence of B and B is not the complement of every c.e.
set.

At stage s = 0 let b0 = q0:

At stage s + 1 we have already constructed B[s] = fb0; : : : ; bksg where
b0 < : : : < bks (as rationals) and bks = qs:

If there is a least e < s + 1 such that We[s] \ B[s] = ; and an x 2 We[s]
with qs < x 6 qs+1 then let bks+1 = x; bks+2 = qs+1 and ks+1 = ks + 2:

If there is no such e then let bks+1 = qs+1 and ks+1 = ks + 1:
We complete the construction by letting B =

S
sB[s]:
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Clearly (bi)i is an increasing computable sequence of rationals converging
to �: It remains to show that B is not computable.

Suppose B is a computable set. Then let e be the least index such that
B = We: Let s0 be a stage such that for all i < e and all s > s0 we have
Wi[s] \ B[s] 6= ; or there is no x 2 Wi[s] with qs < x 6 qs+1. We will show
that for all p > qs0 (as rationals), p 2 L(�) is decidable, contradicting the
hypothesis of the theorem. To compute p 2 L(�); enumerate B and We until
p occurs in one of them. If p 2 B then p 2 L(�): Otherwise p 2 We and we
claim that p 62 L(�): For suppose p 2 L(�); then at some least stage t > s;

qs0 < p 6 qt; and the construction enumerates some p0 2 B for qs0 < p0 6 qt
and p0 2 We: This contradicts B \We = ; and hence B is not a computable
set.

We now show that degT (L(�)) is in the lattice.

Theorem 23. Let � be a c.e. real. Then � has a representation of degree

L(�): Furthermore, every representation of � can be extended to a represen-

tation of degree L(�):

Proof. Let (pi)i be an increasing computable sequence of rationals converging
to �. We shall construct a new computable sequence (qi)i of rationals such
that fqig is a representation of � with fqig �T L(�). Additionally we de�ne
li = maxf�(pj) j j 6 ig for all i, and we will de�ne a sequence (ji)i of natural
numbers with qji = pi for all i. We start with j0 = 0 and q0 = p0. Given ji
with qji = pi, we de�ne ji+1 > ji such that

ji+1 � ji = jfq 2 Q j pi < q 6 pi+1 & �(q) 6 li+1gj

and for m = 1; : : : ; ji+1 � ji we de�ne the numbers qji+m as the rational
numbers in this set in increasing order.

It is obvious that (qi)i is an increasing computable sequence of ratio-
nals converging to �, and qji = pi for all i. From Corollary 17 we know
fqig 6T L(�). We still have to prove L(�) 6T fqig. Let p 2 Q . In order to
decide p 2 L(�) we compute the minimal k with lk > �(p). Then we check
whether p 6 qjk . If p 6 qjk , then clearly p 2 L(�). If p > qjk , then p 2 L(�)
if and only if p 2 fqig.

We give an alternative proof by a slighty di�erent construction. It shows
that we can obtain a representation of � of degree L(�) consisting only of
dyadic rational numbers.

Fix an increasing computable sequence (pi)i of dyadic rationals with limit
� with increasing denominator:

pi =
2ni + 1

2ki
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for a computable sequence (ni)i of integers and a computable, increasing
sequence (ki)i of natural numbers. We shall construct a new computable
sequence (qi)i of rationals such that fqig is a representation of � having Turing
degree degT (L(�)). We will de�ne a sequence (ji)i of natural numbers. We
will have qji = pi for all i.

We start with j0 = 0 and q0 = p0. Given ji with qji = pi, we set

qji+m = qji +
m

2ki+1

for m = 1; : : : ; (pi+1 � pi) � 2ki+1 and

ji+1 = ji + (pi+1 � pi) � 2
ki+1:

Of course, (qi)i is an increasing computable sequence of rationals converg-
ing to � since qji = pi for all i.

We have to show L(�) 6T fqig. If � is a rational then L(�) is computable
and hence 6T fqig: So we assume that � is irrational.

The important property of the set fqig is that if it contains a dyadic
number 2n+1

2k
, then it contains all dyadic numbers in the interval (2n+1

2k
; �)

whose denominator is at most 2k. But fqig does not contain any number
greater than �. Furthermore, the denominator of the dyadic number qji is
at least 2ki > 2i. Hence, given fqig as an oracle, for an arbitrary natural
number l we can compute a dyadic rational 2n+1

2k
with k > l and such that

the interval (2n+1
2k

; 2n+3
2k

) contains �. Using fqig, for a given rational number
r; we can decide whether r < � by computing such an interval which contains
� but not r (any su�ciently small interval containing the irrational number
� will not contain r) and checking whether r lies to the left or to the right of
this interval.

Corollary 24. Every c.e. degree contains a representation of a c.e. real.

Proof. By Lemma 13 and Theorem 23.

We can strengthen Lemma 15 by using the method of proof from Theorem
23.

Theorem 25. Suppose B is a representation of a noncomputable c.e real �:

Then there is a representation C of � such that C �T L(�) nB:

Proof. Let (bi) be the increasing computable sequence such thatB = fbig: Let
(pi)i be a representation of � such that fpig is computable and fpig\fbig = ;:
We construct a new increasing computable sequence of rationals (ci)i such
that fcig �T L(�) n B: De�ne li = maxf�(pj) j j 6 ig for all i; and we will
de�ne a sequence (ji)i of natural numbers with cji = pi for all i:We start with
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j0 = 0 and c0 = p0: Let bpi denote the least rational in B which is greater
than pi: Then given ji with cji = pi; de�ne ji+1 > ji such that

ji+1 � ji = jfq 2 Q j pi < q 6 pi+1& �(q) 6 li+1& q 62 fb0; : : : ; bpi+1ggj;

and for m = 1; : : : ; ji+1 � ji we de�ne cji+m to be those rational numbers in
this set in increasing order. Let C = fcig:

It is clear that (ci)i is an increasing computable sequence of rationals
converging to �; since cji = pi for all i: We now show that C �T L(�) nB:

First, C 6T L(�) n B as follows. Let p 2 Q : If p 62 L(�) n B then p 62 C:
Otherwise, if p 2 L(�) n B; enumerate C until reaching a least ci such that
ci > p: Then p 2 C if and only if p 2 fc0; : : : ; cig:

Secondly, L(�) nB 6T C as follows. Let p 2 Q : Compute the least k such
that lk > �(p) and then check whether p 6 cjk : If p 6 cjk then enumerate
B until reaching a least bi such that p 6 bi; and conclude p 2 L(�) n B if
and only if p 62 fb0; : : : ; big: Otherwise, p > cjk and we can conclude that
p 2 L(�) if and only if p 2 C:

So we have established that for noncomputable c.e. reals �; jL(�)j > 2:
Are there intermediate representations? That is, for every noncomputable c.e.
real �; is there a representation B such that ; <T B <T L(�)? We call upon
a classical result from computability theory; see Soare [14, Chapter VII.3] for
more details.

Theorem 26 (Sacks Splitting Theorem). Let A and D be given noncom-

putable c.e. sets. Then there are low c.e. sets B and C such that A = B [C;
B \ C = ; and D 66T B;C:

Corollary 27. Let � be a noncomputable c.e. real and let D be a noncom-

putable c.e. set. Then there is a noncomputable representation B of � such

that D 66T B and B is low.

Proof. By Theorem 23 there exists a noncomputable representation A of �.
Apply Sacks Splitting Theorem to A and D. At least one of the obtained
sets B and C is noncomputable, hence also in�nite and by Lemma 16 ( ) a
representation of �.

Remark 28. It is possible to construct directly a low noncomputable rep-
resentation B avoiding the upper cone of a c.e. D. This is done via a �nite
priority argument combining the construction of Theorem 22 with the usual
techniques of Sacks restraint and lowness requirements. See Soare [14, Chap-
ter VII] VII for these techniques.

So how many representations do noncomputable c.e. reals have?
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Corollary 29. Let � be a noncomputable c.e. real and A a noncomputable

representation of �: Then there is a low representation B of � such that

; <T B <T A:

Proof. Apply Corollary 27 with D = A.

Repeated application of this corollary shows that that every noncom-
putable c.e. real has in�nitely many representations of di�erent degree, and
in fact the representations of noncomputable c.e. reals are downwards dense
in the Turing degrees.

5 The cone below L(�)

In the light of the above results it is natural to ask whether every c.e. degree in
the cone below L(�) contains a representation of �:We say that � realises the
cone if for all c.e. sets A 6T L(�) there is a computable increasing sequence
of rationals converging to � of degree A:

Once more, splitting properties of the c.e. Turing degrees play a role. Let

S(A) = fc j 9A1(A1 is half of a splitting of A and degT (A1) = c)g:

De�nition 30. A computably enumerable set A has the Universal Splitting
Property if S(A) = fb j b 6 degT (A)g: A is non-USP otherwise.

Lerman and Remmel were motivated to study this property from investi-
gations by Remmel in e�ective algebra.

Theorem 31 (Lerman and Remmel [7, 8]). There is a c.e. degree a such

that every c.e. set of degree a is non-USP.

Such a degree is called completely non-USP.

Theorem 32. There is a noncomputable c.e. real � that does not realise the

cone.

Proof. By Theorem 31 take a c.e. degree a which is completely non-USP. Let
� be a c.e. real such that L(�) 2 a : Since a is completely non-USP, there is
a c.e. degree such that 0 < b < a and b contains no half of a splitting of
L(�): Now suppose fqig is a representation of �: By Lemma 15 fqig is half
of a splitting of L(�); and hence cannot have Turing degree b:

It is possible to construct directly a noncomputable c.e. real that does
not realise the cone. We conclude this section by sketching the proof in
considerable detail.
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We construct a noncomputable c.e. real �; a c.e. set B and a Turing
functional � to meet the following requirements for all Turing functionals �
and 	 and c.e. sets W :

R : B = �(L(�));

P� : B 6= �;

N�;	;W : B = �(W ) ^W = 	(B) =) W 6! �:

The notationW 6! � denotes that, when viewed as a computable sequence
of rationals, W is either not increasing, or else does not converge to �:

In the R-requirement we really mean �(L(�)) but this is cumbersome and
so we identify L(�) with �(L(�)):

We construct � by stages so that �0 < �1 < : : : < �s < : : : is a com-
putable increasing sequence of rationals converging to �: This also gives us
an enumeration of L(�): To ensure convergence we insist that �i < 1 for all
i 2 N : Note that the R requirement together with all the P� requirements
ensure that L(�) is not computable and so � will be a noncomputable c.e.
real.

As usual we order the P and N requirements in some computable way
of order type !: Let S denote a general P or N strategy. The strategies for
meeting the P and N requirements will mean imposing a restriction on the
construction of �: To restrain � < p for some p 2 Q for a strategy S is to
prevent lower priority strategies than S from ever de�ning � > p while the
restraint is in place. Notice that if � is restrained less than p for almost
all stages of the construction, then � 6= p since � is constructed to be a
noncomputable c.e. real. The R requirement is a global requirement and acts
as described below.

The strategy for R. We must construct � such that B = �(L(�)): So for
every x 2 N we have a trace (x) 2 N such that B(x) = �(L(�)�(x)+1)(x)

?
y:

That is, for each x; � correctly computes B(x) using an initial segment of the
oracle L(�): The R strategy acts at the end of each stage s + 1 and for each
x < s+ 1 with �(L(�))(x)

x
?; it de�nes �(L(�)�(x)[s+1]+1)(x)

?
y= B(x)[s+ 1]:

To ensure that � is consistent we must never de�ne �(L(�)�(x)+1)(x) = 1
and �(L(�)�(x)+1)(x) = 0:

The strategies for P and N requirements will involve the selection of wit-
nesses x that may be enumerated into B at some stage. Note that there will
be some numbers x that are never chosen as witnesses for the strategies for
the N and � requirements. For such numbers we can de�ne (x) = 0 and
�(L(�)�(x)+1)(x)

?
y= 0 = B(x):

So suppose x is chosen as a witness at stage s0 for some strategy, S say.
Initially x 62 B: When we choose x at stage s say, we also choose some trace
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(x)[s] 2 N currently not in L(�)[s] and de�ne

�(L(�)�(x)[s]+1)(x)
?
y= 0:

The choice of value for (x)[s] is important for the following reason. Typically
we do not know whether x is enumerated into B by its strategy. If x is
enumerated into B at some stage t + 1 > s then we must correct

�(L(�)�(x)[s]+1)(x)
?
y= 1 = B(x):

The only way to do this and keep � consistent is to change L(�)[s]�(x)[s]+1 by
enumerating (x)[s] into L(�); which corresponds to de�ning �t+1 > (x)[s]:
So when we choose (x)[s] we insist that all requirements of lower priority
than S do not de�ne �t0 > ��1((x)[s]) at each stage t0 > s for which x 62 B[t0]:

Because we cannot know in advance which witnesses x enter B; while S
restrains � to the left of (x)[s]; a lower priority strategy S0 must assign a
trace (x0)[s0] for its witness x0 such that ��1((x0)[s0]) < ��1((x)[s]): This
means that S0 can enumerate its witness x0 into B at some stage s00; enumerate
(x0)[s0] into L(�) to correct

�(L(�)�(x0)[s0]+1)(x
0)
?
y= 1 = B(x0);

by de�ning (x0)[s0] 6 �s0
0
< (x)[s]: Further, if at some later stage s0 say, S

wants to enumerate x into B it may do so as there is still the possibility to
correct � on argument x by enumerating (x)[s] into L(�):

We may increase the value of (x)[s] occasionally, but will do so only
�nitely often so that � total for oracle L(�):

With the above in mind we now discuss the strategies for P and N require-
ments.
The Strategy for P�. This strategy is essentially the usual one. We simul-
taneously assume the presence of R:

Choose a witness x currently not in B[s0] and a trace (x)[s0]: The R
strategy will de�ne �(L(�)�(x)[s0]+1)

?
y= 0 at the end of stage s0: This imposes

a restraint on lower priority requirements on de�ning � < ��1((x)[s0]) as
discussed above. Now wait for �(x)

?
y[s] = 0 at some stage s: Then enumerate

x 2 B[s] and de�ne �s > (x)[s0]: This enables the correction of

�(L(�)�(x)[s0]+1)(x) = 1 = B(x):

There are two outcomes. Either we wait forever for �(x)
?
y= 0 in which

case B(x) = 0 6= �(x); or else �(x)
?
y= 0 6= 1 = B(x):

The strategy for N�;	;W . We �rst introduce some notation and computable
functions. A halting computation, by de�nition, can only use a �nite amount
of resources. Hence we de�ne the use function � for a Turing functional � to
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be �(A)(x)[s] = 1+ the largest number used in the computation �(A)(x)[s]
if �(A)(x)[s]

?
y: Otherwise �(A)(x)[s] = 0: (For 	 we use  to denote the use

function.) We often abbreviate �(A)(x) to �(x) if it is clear to which oracle
we are referring.

We present an itemised strategy annotated with hopefully helpful explana-
tion in parentheses [: : : ]: It is worth bearing in mind the following intuition.
The basic idea for this requirement is to approximate the length of agree-
ment between (B = �(W ) ^W = 	(B)): When we estimate that agreement
between the terms holds beyond some point x 62 B; we change B by enu-
merating in x and hope to force a W change that means W 6! �: In general
we will have to do a little work to arrange that the W -change is one that
witnesses W 6! �:

If at any stage we observe thatW is not an increasing sequence of rationals
then we have trivially satis�ed this requirement and the strategy below ceases.
Hence from now on we assumeW is an enumeration of an increasing sequence
of rationals. We begin the strategy at stage s0:

1. Choose a witness x larger than any number previously mentioned in the
construction (hence not currently in B) and choose (x)[s0] as a trace
for x:

[The R strategy will de�ne �(L(�) �(x)[s0]+1)
?
y= 0 at the end of stage

s0: This imposes a restraint on lower priority requirements on de�ning
� as discussed above in the R strategy.]

2. Wait for B �x+1= �(W )�x+1 and W ��(x)+1= 	(B)��(x)+1 :

[If this never happens then we win the requirement.]

3. Restrain B � �(x)+1 :

[This restraint is important for steps that follow. We want to control
W in some way.]

4. While 2 is satis�ed consider those rationals enumerated by W so far,
namely ��1(w0); : : : ; �

�1(wk); for some k 6 s: If ��1(wi) > �s for some
least i; 1 6 i 6 k; then impose a restraint of � < ��1(wi) on lower
priority requirements.

[Then W cannot converge to � and be an increasing computable se-
quence of rationals, because some member of W is greater than �:]

5. Otherwise while w0; : : : ; wt can potentially be an increasing computable
sequence converging to �: Restrain � < ��1((x)[s0]):

[We may use x as a witness for N; and if we do we will need to correct
�(L(�)�(x)[s0]+1)(x) by enumerating (x)[s0] into L(�): ]
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6. Consider Y = fy j y 6 �(W )(x) ^ y 62 W [s]g:

[The idea is that we want to enumerate x intoB to create a disagreement
between B and �(W ): However W is not under our control, and so
W ��(x)+1 may change at some later stage to correct �(W )(x) = B(x):
Now W is a c.e. set so can only change by enumerating some number
in the set Y above. Therefore we try to create a scenario such that
when W changes on an element of Y; W can no longer be an increasing
computable sequence converging to �:]

Perform the �rst case below which applies.

(i) For all y 2 Y; ��1(y) < �s _ �
�1((x)[s]) < ��1(y):

[This is our desired situation. In this case, we are guaranteed that
after enumerating x into B; if W changes at stage t say, to return
B[t] �x+1= �(W )[t] �x+1 and W [t] ��(x)+1= 	(B)[t] ��(x)+1; then
W 6! �: Cases (ii) and (iii) below deal with arranging that this
situation arises.]

(ii) For all y 2 Y; y 6= (x)[s] and ��1(Y ) \ [�s; ��1((x)[s])] 6= ;:

[The problem with this situation is that after enumerating B and
de�ning �s+1 > ��1((x)[s]); W is able to change on some ele-
ments of Y and continue to be potentially a sequence converging
to �: The action we take in 8 on behalf of this case is to remove
such undesired members of Y:]

(iii) For some y 2 Y; ��1(y) = ��1((x)[s]):

[This case prevents the action we take in 8 for the sake of (ii).
We would like to remove the undesirable elements of Y , namely
those in the interval [�s; �

�1((x)[s])]]; by increasing �s+1 to ex-
ceed them all. We cannot do this for the y such that y = (x)[s]
without enumerating ��1((x)[s]) into L(�):]

7. If 6(i) occurs then enumerate x into B and let �t+1 = ��1((x)[s]):
Restrain � < ��1(~y) where

��1(~y) = minf��1(y) j y 2 Y & ��1(y) > ��1((x)[s])g:

[The restraint is make sure that a W -change from the set Y guarantees
W 6! � because every member of Y corresponds to a rational greater
than � or less than some rational already enumerated by W:]

8. If 6(ii) applies then de�ne �s+1 to be the rational p with least �(p) such
that

p > f��1(y) j y 2 Y & ��1(y) 2 [�s; �
�1(y)((x)[s])]g
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and p < ��1((x)[s]): Return to 6.

[It was important to insist that no y 2 Y was equal (x)[s]; so that
we could de�ne �s+1 to be greater than the undesirable elements of Y
without enumerating (x)[s] into L(�): Hence x is still our witness and
we still have the possibility of enumerating it into B and correcting �
via the enumeration of (x)[s] into L(�), should case 6(i) ever occur at
a later stage.]

9. If 6(iii) applies then de�ne �s+1 = ��1((x)[s]): Choose a new value
for (x)[s + 1] such that (x)[s + 1] 62 Y and ��1((x)[s + 1]) > �s+1:

Restrain � < ��1((x)[s]): Return to 4.

[By enumerating ��1((x)[s]) into L(�) we cause �(L(�)�(x)[s]+1)(x)
x
?

and then we can choose a new value for the trace (x)[s + 1]: It is
important that we only have to do this �nitely often so that for the
�(L(�)) is total.]

We summarise the outcomes for N�;	;W :

w : Wait at step 2 or 4. Then either B 6= �(W ) or W 6= 	(B); or W is
not an increasing sequence of rationals converging to �:

s : Stop at 7. Then either B(x) 6= �(W )(x) or W 6= 	(B) or else W is
not an increasing sequence of rationals.

Note that we cannot loop between 8 and 6 or 9 and 6 in�nitely often
because having passed through 8 or 9 once, then 6(i) applies and consequently
the stratgey stops at step 7.

Now notice that the strategies for N and P above only have �nitary out-
comes, and only impose a �nite restraint on lower priority requirements.
Hence the strategies can be be combined on a tree of strategies in the standard
way to form �nite injury priority argument to prove the theorem. Whenever
a change of outcome is seen for an N or P strategy, all lower priority strategies
are initialised and begin from the start. This concludes our discussion.

6 Open Questions

We conclude with several open questions concerning the Turing degrees of
increasing computable sequences of rationals converging to reals. Again there
is a connection with the splitting properties of c.e. sets and to the structure
of S(A) for c.e. sets A:

1. Is L(�) dense for all noncomputable c.e. reals �?

2. Is there a noncomputable c.e. real � that realises the cone? If there is
a completely USP c.e. degree, then the answer is yes.
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3. Are there c.e. reals � and � such that L(�) 6�= L(�)?

4. Characterize the c.e. reals � such that L(�) �= L(�) for a given �:
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